Bending and Straight Lines
With this exercise, you school the change between bending
and straight lines. Here, you can check the horse’s rhythm
and balance. Trotting over the ground poles loosens the
horse’s shoulders and strengthens the hindquarters.
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What Do I Need?

6 cones, 3 ground poles.

Setting Up

Set up the ground poles
for trotting about 4 feet
(1.3 m) apart along the
centerline between A and
X (see diagram). Four of
the cones should stand to
the right and left of the
ends of the ground poles,
in between them. The
other two cones should
be positioned by C, so
that you can ride a volte
around each of them.

How Does This Exercise Work?
(1) Using the whole arena, ride at the sitting trot. At A, turn up the centerline. Ride through the
passageway of poles/cones. Continue up the centerline.
(2) Take the horse back at the trot and ride a volte around a cone. After completing half of the volte,
begin a half-pass toward the rail. When you reach the rail at B (or E), position the horse straight ahead.
(3) Repeat the exercise, this time riding a volte around the other cone. Build in breaks where you ride
around the entire arena at the posting trot.

Aids: To move the horse toward E in a half-pass, position and bend the horse to the right, in the

direction of the movement. Carry the positioning over from the volte. Shift your weight to the right.
Apply your right leg at the girth. The left leg lies in a guarding position on the horse’s side. With your
left leg, give a clear aid to the horse that he should cross his legs. When you reach the rail, reposition
the horse straight ahead. Apply the opposite aids to ride the half-pass to the left.

What Is the Horse Learning?
The horse is learning to maintain an even rhythm at the trot and obedience to the leg aids. He’ll stay
freer through his shoulder and strengthen his hindquarters.
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What Is the Rider Learning?
The difference between bending and straight lines. Refinement of the aids. Precise control over the
lines.

What to Do if…?
My horse does not move straight ahead after the half-pass.
• Check your aids. If your aids are correct, take a break, ride the whole arena on a long rein, and then
try it again.
My horse wavers along the centerline.
• Frame the horse evenly on both sides with your rein and leg aids. Distribute your weight evenly.
• Don’t fold at the hip, and stay loose as you swing with the horse’s movement. To improve balance,
school straight lines without relying on the rail or other marked boundaries.
My half-pass becomes too shallow.
• Regulate the horse with your outside rein. Shift your weight in the direction of travel, push with
your pelvis and look in the direction that you want to go. Allow your outside leg to lie farther back
and give the horse a clear lateral cue.
• If necessary, use a dressage whip to tap the horse’s croup on the outside.

Half-pass: the rider’s
shoulders are parallel
to horse’s shoulders;
rider’s hips are parallel
to horse’s hips.
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